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This works presents an interesting investigation of floods across Europe. It aims to build
on previous work by considering more factors as potential flood drivers (e.g. soil moisture
at various depths, leaf area index, ET, and a metric precipitation variability.) The study
concludes that:

This study provides a quantitative mapping of the importance of drivers of high river
flow in near-natural European catchments. 
[…] that antecedent precipitation anomalies are the most important driver of high flows
in most catchments. 
[ …] In some other catchments snowmelt and soil moisture are found to be the most
relevant drivers. 
[…] Moving beyond the state of the art we find a remarkable diversity of second-most
important drivers across Europe. This includes vegetation-related drivers such as
evapotranspiration. 
[…] Overall, observed daily high flow dynamics can be explained similarly well using
drivers from the daily, weekly and monthly time scales. This indicates that mechanisms
acting at different time scales contribute similarly and jointly to high flow events. 
[…] While the most important drivers are similar across time scales, we find interesting
variations for the second-most relevant drivers where evapotranspiration and surface
soil moisture become more relevant towards longer time scales while deep soil
moisture gets less relevant. Furthermore, for more extreme high flows we find a
greater diversity of most important drivers across the considered catchments. 
[…] Therefore, while moderate high flows are strongly associated with antecedent
precipitation, the most extreme events can only be fully understood when considering a
comprehensive selection of drivers. 
[…] The spatial variations in the relevance of considered high flow drivers can be
attributed to vegetation and terrain characteristics of the catchments.
[…] Our findings thereby illustrate that it is beneficial for flood monitoring and
prediction to jointly consider several time scales and a comprehensive set of drivers
physically related to streamflow dynamics. 
[…], Identifying the relative importance of high flow generating mechanisms can reveal
regional patterns of causes of floods in Europe and inform future model development. 
[…] Moving beyond the state of the art we find a remarkable diversity of second-most



important drivers across Europe. This includes vegetation-related drivers such as
evapotranspiration. 

 

All aspects 1-11, listed above are potentially relevant for publication in HESS. However, all
these aspects also require some substantial consideration before I can recommend them
for publication in HESS. My main concerns is:

 

The chosen method that relies on removing the seasonal cycle sounds potentially useful,
but it is unclear to me how this should assign a dominant driver. In places where
particular processes are underlying the flood response (e.g. snowmelt in NE Europe, this
process is not considered important anymore in the analysis), and processes that
physically can have no meaningful effect on floods at the given timescale (e.g. ET at daily
timescale) are sometimes identified as most important process. The paper should manage
to explain the attribution method (and the logic of removing the seasonal cycle) better to
ensure the reader can trust these findings. The whole paper hinges on these findings, so it
would be good if the reader can be better convinced of the presented approach.

 

Some comments on the main conclusions

[1] Since the method seems to ignore relevant drivers and attribute irrelevant drivers,
point 1 may not be not shown robustly

[2-3] this seems in line with earlier work. Is there anything that we learn here that we did
not know from previous studies? This may be useful to better highlight.

[4] If ET is really important (at daily timescales) this needs to be physically argued.
Otherwise it is hard to be convinced by this finding. 

[5, 7] these are potentially very relevant and interesting findings, but they are only very
briefly discussed and not very quantitatively shown in the paper. Can there be more



explicit graphs/analyses that support these findings? 

[8] Ok, but what do we learn from this attribution? Can this be stated?

[10] Can it be made a bit more explicit how models can benefit?

[11] This diversity of drivers hinges on my main concern of the paper listed above.

 

**Further comments**

Considering ET and LAI as drivers of soil moisture on daily timescales seems
nonsensical. How would these processes physically affect floods as ET and LAI will be
tiny components of the total water balance during flood conditions on such timescales.
Are their effects not already captured in considering soil moisture (which integrates the
effects of E(T), as also is acknowledged in section 3.1)
It is unclear to me why the model selection leads to a set of near natural catchments,
instead of just a set of catchments with simple to model behaviour (independent of the
degree of human interference). I would be careful in qualifying these as near-natural. 
The choice of coarse spatial resolution of forcing data is understandable, but maybe
problematic in the more mountains catchments. What are the potential consequences
of this coarse data. 
Why are seasonal cycles removed, as these seasonal cycles might be important
underlying drivers of the extreme events (i.e these are the ~sum of a seasonal cycle +
an individual event on top of that). In places where processes are dominantly driven by
a particular seasonal cycle (e.g. snowmelt in NE Europe and large parts of Scandinavia,
suddenly snow is not important anymore. How can you explain this to a reader? 
Previous work across Europe also aggregates data across various time windows (e.g.
Bloschl et al., 2017). 
When daily values are used, should rainfall on the date of the flood be chosen, or on
the day before, or does this depend on the catchment size?
Figure 2: The font color of soil moisture layer 1 is hard to read. 
Figure 3-4: this color classification is hard to read. It would also be useful to guide the
reader in what the conclusion is of the Figure (within the caption).
“Another interesting result is that the explained variance of high flows of the dominant
drivers is similar across time scales. This indicates that studying drivers at different
time scales is relevant to understand high flow dynamics, whereas daily, weekly and
monthly time scales are similarly important. Multilayer soil moisture has a higher
explained variance for events of the 99th percentile, suggesting the soil water storage
is more relevant for the more extreme high flow generation.” This is an interesting
statement, but I think it requires some more analysis to conclude this. Right now this
result is based on hand wavy interpretations of the results, and no formal quantitative



comparison.
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